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Web Stores Do-It-Yourself For DummiesFor Dummies, 2008
Are you excited about opening your Web store, but a little intimidated too? Relax! Web Stores Do-It-Yourself For Dummies is here to guide you step by step through the whole process. You’ll find the easiest and best ways to choose a provider, sign up with payment processors, and open for business in no time.
    This...
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Pro JavaFX Platform: Script, Desktop and Mobile RIA with Java TechnologyApress, 2009
JavaFX was born amid a particularly interesting confluence of upheavals in the technology industry and the way commerce was conducted in the developed world. At the turn of the twenty-first century, companies were looking for ways to do business directly with their customers. Whether they had goods to sell, information to impart, or entertainment...
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Build Your Own Electric VehicleMcGraw-Hill, 2008
Go Green-Go Electric!    Faster, Cheaper, More Reliable     While Saving Energy and the Environment
This new, updated edition of Build Your Own Electric Vehicle contains everything that made the first edition so popular while adding all the technological advances and new parts that are readily available on the market...
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IBM Cognos 8 PlanningPackt Publishing, 2009
Business planning is no longer just about defining goals, identifying critical issues, and then mapping out strategies. In today's dynamic and highly competitive business environment, companies with complex business models want their abstract strategies turned into discrete, executable plans. They want information from the field to reach decision...
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Starting an iPhone Application Business For DummiesFor Dummies, 2009
How to create a profitable, sustainable business developing and marketing iPhone apps

iPhone apps are hot; the average app is downloaded more than 30,000 times. If you have some great apps in mind, Starting an iPhone Application Business For Dummies will show you how to produce and market them effectively.

Starting an...
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Expert Oracle Database Architecture: Oracle Database Programming 9i, 10g, and 11g Techniques and Solutions, Second EditionApress, 2010

	Now in its second edition, this best-selling book by Tom Kyte of Ask Tom fame continues to bring you some of the best thinking on how to apply Oracle Database to produce scalable applications that perform well and deliver correct results. Tom has a simple philosophy: you can treat Oracle as a black box and just stick data into...
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Adobe Photoshop Elements 11 for Photographers: The Creative Use of Photoshop ElementsFocal Press, 2012

	To coincide with some of the biggest changes in Photoshop Elements for years, Philip Andrews completely revises his bestselling title to include all the new features of this release. See how the new interface works alongside new tools, techniques and workflows to make editing, enhancing and sharing your pictures easier than ever. And as...
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Corona SDK Mobile Game Development Beginners Guide - Second EditionPackt Publishing, 2015

	Learn, explore, and create commercially successful mobile games for iOS and Android


	About This Book

	
		From game physics to successful marketing, learn the fundamentals of Corona SDK for game development
	
		Integrate your games with social networks such as Twitter and Facebook
	...
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The Design of Dynamic Data Structures (Lecture Notes in Computer Science) (v. 156)Springer, 1987

	In numerous computer applications there is a need of storing large sets of objects in such a way that some questions about those objects can be answered efficiently. Data structures that store such sets of objects can be either static (built for a fixed set of objects) or dynamic (insertions of new objects and deletions of existing objects...
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Developing Web Applications with Haskell and YesodO'Reilly, 2012

	
		This fast-moving guide introduces web application development with Haskell and Yesod, a potent language/framework combination that supports high-performing applications that are modular, type-safe, and concise. You’ll work with several samples to explore the way Yesod handles widgets, forms, persistence, and RESTful content....
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Xamarin Mobile Development for Android CookbookPackt Publishing, 2015

	Over 80 hands-on recipes to unleash full potential for Xamarin in development and monetization of feature-packed, real-world Android apps


	About This Book

	
		Create a number of Android applications using the Xamarin Android platform
	
		Extensively integrate your Android devices with other...
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Special Edition Using FileMaker 8Que, 2006
If you're looking for the inside scoop on the latest version of FileMaker, you've come to the right place. Authors Scott Love and Steve Lane are FileMaker experts who were involved in the development of FileMaker 8, and they bring that knowledge to you in ...
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